Locals 131 and 359 in Joint Picnic Sunday

The Warehouse Union Local 359 and the Laundry Union Local 131 will hold their annual picnic this Sunday, July 30th, at Webb’s Place on Lake Bluff. This is the third year that the two locals have cooperated to sponsor a picnic. The two locals have been in existence for over 10 years and have a membership of over 2000 workers. The picnic will be open to all members of the two locals and their families.

Puffer-Hubbard Firm Renews Fight on 1859

The Puffer-Hubbard Section of the Furniture Workers Union is re-energizing its efforts to win back the factory from the management. The union is hoping to achieve a new and improved contract with the company.

Roosevelt’s Anti-Labor Stand Should Suprise No One, Capitol Scribes Say

There is no reason for the usual labor leaders to be surprised by the Roosevelt administration’s anti-labor policies. The administration has been consistent in its stance against labor unions and has continued to support the employers.

On a New Deal Changing Face

A New Deal is being conducted by the WPA. The declaration was made by the secretary of the Workmen’s Compensation Board. The secretary has made it clear that the WPA must be altered in order to meet the needs of the workers. The WPA has been criticized by the unions for its failure to provide adequate compensation to workers injured on the job.

Unions—When Buying Gas

Always insist that the Lena, Illinois, Home Gas Company, when you purchase gasoline, all cars at the Whitney Pump Station, 221 S. Main St., have a filter-press of some sort connected and that the gas be delivered through the necessary filters before it enters the tank. If you do not insist on this, you may be risking your life, for you cannot afford to have any risk of a explosion in your home.

Unionists—A Case for M. J. M. M. P derby

A case for the M. J. M. M. P derby is that M. J. M. M. P is the most reliable, the most popular, and the most patriotic of the labor unions in the city. M. J. M. M. P is the true friend of the working man, and deserves the support of all who believe in the principles of democracy and freedom.
**Not Speaking**

Sometimes saying nothing tells more than words could ever say.

And to get over to you the facts about Tydol, we are going to make a couple of friends on the "outs" look like长江 margin.

*So, we are not speaking either.*

Not a word about Tydol.

Not a word about Tydol's mileage or smooth, anti-kick performance. Not a mention of the tip-top cylinder in every oil.

"Try Tydol," all is we have to say. A test of Tydol.

In your car you will tell you a more convincing story than anything we could say.

---

**Hold That Line, Drivers!**

**The 289 Blizz**

By R. N. O'Long

Back from two weeks' vacation in the sun and surf galas of southern California, boating, hunting, and fishing, tired and sore, but happy, the famous 289 Blizz is in condition to tackle the toughest problems of the season.

Boating, hunting, and fishing, as well as the best tackle doesn't make a man Blizz. After traveling 4,350 miles in California, the Blizz is in tip-top condition and is ready for a month of Southern California hunting and fishing.

The 289 Blizz is about the best all-around tackle on the market today. It has a reputation for being the best tackle under all conditions.
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Who Says Times Are Bad?

ARMAMENT ORDERS

$ W. P. A. CUTS

Farmers Back Labor's Fight on WPA

The following editorial is reprinted from the July 15th issue of the National Farm Bureau Federation's "Organ." The article appeared under the title "Farmers Fight WPA."

What does all this hullabaloo about the 150 hours a month for WPA workers mean? Why the strikes? That is what the farmers are wondering about.

Certainly a man to work 150 hours a month or 252 hours a week is not unreasonable—but the wages per hour the WPA worker will get remains exactly the same as when he worked half that time.

Up until WPA, the farmers had the prevailing wage which meant in many trades, the wages per hour the WPA worker will get remains exactly the same as when he worked half that time.

Now they have to work more hours for the same wage. Private employers, of course, are getting the benefit of WPA to bring down existing wage standards. The prevailing power of unemployed workers will be brought nearer to that of relief workers.

What does that mean to farmers who are already breaking the backs of the banks of a surplus because of demand? It means the underconsumption— it simply means the workers will consume more and make more profit for the capital owners. It has an interest in the welfare of the workers as well as the savings in labor and machinery payments.

Shading hourly wage rates is one of the inevitable results of this whole program. Another byproduct of the WPA was the House Democratic Committee. Another result of the WPA is the unemployment of labor and the elimination of competition in the field of labor. A third result is the increase in the complaints of the unions as to the activities of the WPA in violation of the Wagner Act.

The WPA workers' organization is the inevitable result of the Wagner Act. It is an act that the workers have to work 150 hours a month or 252 hours a week for the same wages per hour. The prevailing power of unemployed workers will be brought nearer to that of relief workers.

454 Transfer Men Gain in New Pact

The Minneapolis Transfer Men's Union signed the following agreement with the Minneapolis Transfer Men's Union:

Wining and Dining

The WPA Executive Board ratified the agreement and ordered the following:

1. The Union shall be the sole bargaining agent for employees covered by the agreement and shall exclusively represent them in all negotiations and proceedings.

2. The terms of the agreement shall not apply to other unions.

3. The agreement shall be in effect for a period of one year.

4. All disputes arising under the agreement shall be settled by arbitration.
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